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Hello everyone!
Welcome to
the first EVER issue
of SCUM! You would
not BELIEVE the
amount of time we’ve
put into this so we all really hope that you appreciate it and enjoy
reading it as much as we’ve enjoyed putting the whole thing together.

This Issue’s Team:
Alice Reeves: Editor and Reporter

We wanted to include something for everyone and I think
the team has managed to succeed! We’ve got everything from
relationship advice to local band info, from news about college to
news about what’s going on around the world…and some, well,
less serious stuff to keep you amused as well as informed!

James Belchamber: Editor and Reporter

So relax, read and enjoy people! And remember if ANY of
YOU have anything at all (no matter how bizarre…) that you want
to contribute to the next issue (which will be out around June/July
time) just e-mail it to SCUM@digital-fire.net or see one of us on
the SCUM team. You don’t even have to write on a regular basis.

David Keller: Travel Reporter

Colin Simpson: Reporter
Danielle Bloomfield: Reporter
Gez Gray: Reporter
Justine Atthews: Relationship Expert
Lisa Incledon: Poems

Co-Editor,

Lucy: Music

Alice Reeves (on behalf of the entire fantastic
SCUM team…Thank you everyone!)

Paul Hover: Reporter and Guinea Pig
Robert Laszlo: Reporter

By Alice Reeves
The College’s Drama department is asking for help from all students in a bid to raise at least £2000
which would enable them to take a devised piece of theatre drama to the world famous Edinburgh Fringe
Festival in August 2005, an event comprising of drama, music, comedy and art.
The drama department hope to raise at least £2000 so that they can put forward a bid for the Strode’s
Foundation Tercentenary Prize.
In order to have a chance of winning the prize, the students taking part must prove that they have the
incentive to raise half the money themselves; the Strode’s Foundation will then match this, bringing the total
to £4000.
If the proposal is successful, the department will be asking all students to take part in a number of
sponsored and generally kick-arse events to raise the money needed
Ideas so far include a Battle of the Bands, Student Auctions (buy a slave for the day!), street theatre and general drama performances.

•

If you have any other ideas as to how to help raise money, don’t hesitate to contact Laura Williams and
the fundraising team or the drama department.

By Alice Reeves
I can’t imagine that this could possibly have escaped anyone’s notice, what with the huge banners erected in front of the college, but this year Strode’s celebrates 300 years since it’s founding in
1704.
Naturally, a 300th anniversary is an excuse for a celebration, and there’s been a fair few things
going on around College doing just that!
First of all, back in February, the College was paid a visit by The Cooper’s Company, which the
College’s founder Henry Strode belonged to.
The Company unveiled a display case (which, if you’re interested you can have a nose at outside
the principle’s office…) about the ancient craft of barrel making to mark 300 years of connections with
our college.
Perhaps the biggest tercentenary event to take place was the College fashion show, also in February, by which I was very impressed!
The textile students put together an amazing collection of clothes worthy of any catwalk from
60s style black and white mini dresses and 16th century style corsets to punk outfits and a quirky urban
collection, all of which were modelled by students too!
The music department also contributed to the celebrations with a concert at the end of March.
AS and A2 music students and the College choir took part in what was a really enjoyable and
again, very impressive display of talent!
The concert included singing, both classical and contemporary instrumental pieces and some material that students had written themselves.
The thing I enjoyed most about the evening was a fantastic cover of The Darkness’ “I Believe in
a Thing Called Love” which was more than worthy of Stars in Their Eyes!
The college also recently held a “Fun Day” which was open to the public…and a good time was
had by all…despite the unfortunate weather!
So what else have they got planned here at Strode’s for the rest of the tercentenary year?
Well…the next thing is that HRH The Duke of Edinburgh will be visiting the College on Thursday 20 May and there’s also an art exhibition coming up which, if the fashion show and music concert
are anything to go by, will definitely be worth having a look at!
We’ll keep you posted here at SCUM about any other interesting goings on as well…

GIG REVIEW by Gez Gray
Gig: INCUBUS
Support: Brand New
Date: Saturday 15th May, ’04
Venue: Wembley Arena
Tickets: £20 (seating)
I was fortunate enough to acquire a ticket to see Incubus (due to a last minute cancellation from a friend), the audience left the gig at Wembley Arena impressed with the performance. Highly professional, solid, and flowing
beautifully throughout the duration of the 2-hour set, Incubus captured the attentions of everyone- seating and
standing- to deliver a performance worthy of the cost of ticket. The songs themselves blended into one another
beautifully, and even for those not particular fans of the band, the general buzz and atmosphere brought by the
crowd was enough to ensure an enjoyable gig.
Unfortunately, Wembley Arena suffers the usual difficulties with sound ricocheting off the walls creating a slight
echo effect, and much of Brand New’s set was missed by a large proportion of the crowd due to train delays, but
despite these difficulties, Incubus are a highly accomplished live band—highly recommended.
Whether or not you find a topless Brandon Boyd entertaining, however, I’ll leave to your own discretion.

Movie Review by Colin Simpson
Movie: Troy
Director: Wolfgang Petersen
Starring: Brad Pitt, Orlando Bloom, Eric Bana.
Many times before now I have seen books taken and ruined in order to be ham fistedly stuffed into a 90minute blockbuster. While this film works along those same principles, adapting a work of literature
(Homer’s Iliad) it actually succeeds in creating a high-concept action/romance worth seeing even for
those unfamiliar with its source text. Indeed, perhaps those familiar with the novel may wish to avoid the
film if they are expecting a faithful retelling.
While the film lacks any real substance like that of The Iliad, it makes for a fair old slash fest, with thousands of on-screen warriors charging to battle. So...this is one for anyone who quite fancies watching a bit
of a scrap.
Greek mythology fans will most likely want to give this one a miss. As quoted from the www.IMDB.com
trivia section on Troy, “Wolfgang Petersen dropped the various Greek Gods from the storyline (Zeus, etc)
claiming them to be "silly" and “unnecessary to the plot.” Admittedly, had I have known this one point
before seeing the film, it is unlikely I would have done so. Still, I suppose it is possible to see how a director could wish to avoid respecting the beliefs of a civilization he is directing a film based on, after all
the Greek gods only formed a majority of the plot of the source novel. Still, as I said, this is not in fact a
direct port, more an adaptation, and remains fair in its depiction of how war in ancient Greece may have
gone down.
The actors give generally good performances all round, with Bloom as Paris unfortunately being used as a
post-modern tool, giving a visual reference to his role as Legolas in the recent Lord Of The Rings Trilogy
and Pitt as Achilles is unable to completely escape the star persona he has about him, playing himself
more than his character despite a valiant effort. Bana puts The Hulk behind him to excel in his role as
Hektor, a part played with passion and conviction.
All things considered, not a bad flick but has its imperfections.
6/10

By Gez Gray
Okay, first point is that this is merely an opinion - I do not expect you to agree with my views
upon this matter - it being a sensitive one of course - although I would request that my thoughts and
feelings be considered here.
First, we must accept that the reasons America gave as to why they sent troops into Iraq are
lies. There is a fatal flaw in their logic here, and this can be examined by looking at other countries in
the World. America stated that Saddam’s regime was highly unfair and that the public was repressed.
True, they were, but there are many other countries in the World where this is also true - often in
worse situations. The treatment of Zimbabweans by Robert Mugabe at the current time beggars belief.
The situation there is desperate and although, yes, Iraq was in a poor state, it was not in the poorest
state around.
The other reason given was that Iraq had potentially dangerous ‘Weapons of Mass Destruction’. Unfortunately this theory follows for all countries in the World, including America and their allies - all countries may have such weapons, just not all have them. Even their enemies - North Korea
practically have WMDs pointing directly in America’s face - in 1998 they threatened - nay, PROMISED - to turn America into a “Sea of Fire”. If that doesn’t constitute immediate threat, I’m not totally
sure what does.
So, despite the situation occurring in Iraq, there are Nations with far worse difficulties and
there are Nations with far more threatening arsenals of weapons than Iraq. So what are the other possible reasons for invasion?
Oil? Don’t be ridiculous. America is the richest country in the World, and despite their consumer nature I do not feel they would risk soldiers’ lives in search for more money. If anything, I believe they were hoping to use that oil to ‘rebuild’ Iraq. Whether that will occur or not is another question. But regardless, there is another factor why American soldiers set foot in Iraq, slaughtering 8000
Iraqi soldiers, and 9000 Iraqi civilians- more than twice the number of civilians dead in the 9/11 attacks.
AMERICA HAS CAUSED IRAQ. America was there. About 50 years ago, they were the
party that originally invaded Iraq and formed the regime that spawned Saddam Hussein. America
views Iraq as a ‘51st State’ and therefore would like at least to be friends with the country, and yet
Hussein failed to provide this for them. Iraq became enemies of the Americans. America feels that
they have caused this problem and so have a requirement/God-given right to sort this out before the
general public realise.
So the reason America went to war with Iraq was NOT due to the harsh, restricted Regime, not
due to Iraq’s ‘threat’ to America, but because all this was occurring and IT IS AMERICA’S FAULT.
So why don’t the Americans admit this? America is the most powerful Nation in the World - they
don’t like to admit failure. The second they do, the second they admit weakness, is the second those
countries who are not particularly friendly with the US begin to wonder…do they have a chance up
against them? I’m sure North Korea would love that.
So, there WAS a legitimate reason for America going to Iraq, they’ll just never admit that to
us, that’s all.

By Danielle Bloomfield
When I first began writing this article I spent hours researching it and fretting about how to word it, how
to improve it. Then I scrapped it. Why? Because I suddenly realized why I was writing this, because I’m passionate about it! I was approaching as if it was an essay I had to write, reading and rereading everything I put down,
when I finally read it all the way through I realized it was just an account of history. It had nothing of me in it and
certainly none of the fire I had felt when inspired to write it. So here I am, starting again, honestly, from my point
of view.
Those of you who do know me will know that my parents are Zimbabweans and that, until recently; my
grandparents had a farm there. For me, this issue is closer to my heart than even my parents know.
I have always been a bit of a campaigner, there is always something out there I don’t like and see fit to
take upon myself, ranting it at everyone I know. This is because there IS so much wrong out there and millions
suffer while we sit in English at Strode’s.
In my opinion, Robert Mugabe is a terrible infliction and I feel ashamed when I think that no one is doing
anything to help. I often ask myself why and sometimes I just don’t know. The point of this is to make you aware
of it too.
Mugabe first came to power in 1980 and at first it seemed as if the people had made the right choice. He
began to put unheard of sums of money into education and health care. He negotiated with other countries and
made several deals. The economy was healthy and trade was good, everyone seemed to be happy. Of course what
most people are unaware of is that, even in the golden years, a group know as the “5th Brigade” were terrorizing
and killing white farmers. Mugabe was already planning to take land, at first buying it up. Now I do not deny that
the, for want of a better word, blacks deserved the land. Let’s not delude ourselves, under colonial rule; many of
them did not have a vote, let alone land. However, I do not think anyone had an idea of what was to come.
Currently, the exchange rate is 8,000 Zimbabwean dollars to the English pound. Although a British pound
in cash is worth more than 80,000 dollars on the black market. Think that this sounds crazy or that it’s a typo?
Well yes, it is crazy, but it’s no typo. Inflation is still rising and even notes are in scarce supply. There is no foreign exchange money as Mugabe squandered it all protecting his own mines. My mother and I have worked out
that it is cheaper to use one-dollar bills as toilet roll than to actually buy a roll as it cost around 1,200 for 100
sheets. That’s 120 dollars a sheet. There is no healthcare. There are no medical supplies for the millions dying of
AIDS every day or suffering from any other disease for that matter. These people are starving to death as well,
because now a loaf of bread and a litre of milk costs a week’s wages or more. The education system is failing, and
most no longer attend school. The thing that distresses me most is that we do not hear about it. We live in a country where our human rights are preserved and we are all equal, yet we are now too concerned with ourselves and
do not notice the rest of the world.
Saddam Hussein is gone, and I think it’s a good thing, even though I was opposed to the war but understand that perhaps the people needed to be “free”. What I do not understand is why the same help has not been
given to Zimbabwe. I thought that we fought to preserve human rights? Maybe it is because there is nothing we
can take from Zimbabwe. Why help if we get nothing out of it, right? We are all consumers and we can no longer
grasp the idea of a good deed for nothing in return. So no oil means no help in today’s world. That sickens me.
Maybe I am too naive, but I had always thought that those who were more able would help those less able. Apparently not. Instead our government decided to give Mugabe money, 63 million no less, to pay the farmers for
the farms they were taking. Farms these people had bought; not grace and favor farms. When he squandered the
lot, they quietly slipped him a bit more. He rigs elections. He kills those who oppose him. He brainwashes people
to support him by promising the Earth, knowing he can never deliver. He poaches farms and takes trips to Paris,
although banned from international travel. Turning up to an event with his wife Grace, lovingly dubbed
“Grabbing Grace” in a £10,000 dress and Mugabe in a thin silk Gucci suit. I would love to blow £25,000 on
clothes in two hours. Though I think I may prefer to spend it on aid for the starving masses in my country. I hope
this has given you a small insight into what is really going on out there and I hope it encourages you to make a
difference. Write to your MP’s, tell your friends. I know that this wasn’t packed with facts and if you would like
to know more, I would love to talk to you. Thank you for giving me this opportunity to share my thoughts with
you.

Rules
1. To spend NO MORE THAN £5 on food for an entire week (well…5 days)
2. I can’t accept food from family or friends only strangers!
3. I can accept free promotional food
4. I can accept corporate hand-outs
Day 1
I woke up and said to myself, “This week will be a week one
of the longest and most painful weeks there could be”. I
survived the whole of today on a free but out of date pack of
mints compliments of Thorpe Park and plate of chips - a
weird but strangely tasty combination!
Expenditure:
Softmints 0p
Chips 80p
Total: 80p
Day 2
Had one of my friend Shareena’s energy bars at a total cost
of only 6p (!) as they came from a cash and carry. Today
was the first time I’ve ever had chocolate sandwiches
(helped to make them by chocoholics Laura and Stephanie).
My friend April suggested I may be cheating (!) I was
deeply shocked…my reply was if I’m not cracking up by
Friday you’ll know I’ve cheated!
Expenditure:
Loaf of bread: 23p
Chocolate spread: 56p
Energy bar:
6p

Day 3
After spending 30 minutes in TESCO’s wandering around for a cheap
healthy meal but no joy! So I loaded up on “Economy Value” custard
creams and chocolate digestives, washing it all down with a pint of milk!
But then by break I had an overwhelming urge to buy chips (and my mate
Alex wasn’t helping) so shamefully I followed Alex to the chippy and
bought a regular £1.05 bag of the good stuff…
Expenditure:
Chips: £1.05
Custard creams: 40p
Chocolate Biscuits: 37p
Day 4
I thought it would be a good idea to buy a big eight pack of TESCO extra
value sausage rolls, but after 4 days with no nutritional food, my system
simply rejected them. But undeterred I went to Guilford co-editor of SCUM
James Belchamber, my mate Andy, Lazslo and a lovely girl called Deena.
After a game of Lazerquest we headed to McDonalds and I discovered that
you get a FREE cheeseburger if you happen to hold a NUS card (I do!) So
Andy ordered his meal and I stole his FREE cheeseburger! (cunning eh?)
Tired, hungry, a bit sweaty and very VERY thirsty, I began to panic...
“James! There’s no water fountains! What do I do!?”. He was forced to
reply “Ok, you can have a drink from McDonalds as a corporate hand out of
SCUM. His thinking was that there was no nutritional value in drinks… so I
cheekily ordered a large strawberry milk shake! (Again…cunning yes?)
Expenditure:
Sausage Rolls: 83p
Corporate SCUM hand out (i.e. milkshake): 0p
Total: 83p

Day 5 (The last and final day!)
Today is the day that I finally felt so hungry I could have eaten Wendell just for laugh and then started on every college student
until it became like a student budget Hannibal flick. But with me having all the imagination but none of the will power to do anything like that…I wondered what I should buy with my last 40p. Hmm…. Something filling and cheap that’ll keep the energy levels up… TESCO EXTRA VALUE DOUBLE PACK OF CUSTARD CREAMS! I was so hungry that within 14 minutes and 36
seconds of opening them all were gone without a trace!
Expenditure:
Custard Creams 40p
Total: 40p
Final Summary:
Week running cost: £5
Aim: £5
Weight at beginning of week: 11.01stone
Weight at end of week: 10.7 stone

One day, a man named Bob was walking down the streets of New York, when he fell over a corse on the
floor. ‘How strange,’ thought bob, ‘that wasn’t there yesterday’. So bob got up and carried on walking, until he
thought ‘hmmm, I’m hungry’.
Bob had no money, but he did find some nice green gunge on the floor, so be bent down and started to lick
it. It tasted good. All of a sudden, a group of hippies walked past.
"Hey, he’s eating our lunch!" Said one, so bob got up and smacked the hippie right in the teeth, as was the
custom of the time. One square punch sent hippies spilling everywhere, which was weird because they seemed to
keep splitting in half and multiplying. Of course, we now know this to be normal, but such as the time was that Bob
didn't know, so he ran away. He turned and ran as fast as he could, even though that wasn’t very fast, because he
had a wooden leg from a previous encounter with some pirates (don’t ask). Anyway, he ran as far as he could and
ended up in Arkansas, which was very fortunate, because as we all know; Arkansas is the American state of big
impudent boats (sassy arks from Arkansas). Bob decided that a sassy ship was just the ticket he needed to relive
his days as a pirate. In fact, he had only been a pirate for a few minutes, during which time his leg was set on fire
by a chain-smoking parrot, but he did not wish to recall this at the moment.
So what should he do now, he wondered? Well, first, he should get a boat from Roman Abromovich, for he
is truly rich. So off he went to his good friend Roman Abromovich, who happened to live by the sea. So Bob stole a
school bus, as he had no other mode of transport. He drove the bus, with screaming children inside to the sea side,
where he drove the bus to the cliffs edge, jumped out just in time, and watch the kids fall to their doom.
"Bloody kids" he said, then off he went to see a man about a boat. On the way he died. This was a bit of a
pest, as boat-buying is hard without the skill of movement. But aye well. He was as dead as. A cherub laughed at
him, chocked on his oversized cheek, then fell on top of him. But then was the weird thing; he fell… well... into him.
Bob woke with a start, to find he was sharing his body. This scared him a bit, so the cherub told him to
shut up. This scared him more. Then he told the cherub to shut up. This scared a passing horse, which proceeded
(after a puzzled ney-ing sound) to run off the edge of the cliff. This scared Bob, who then passed out.
Soon, four men on horseback approached. As they passed, it became apparent that the last one was trailing a long rope, which extended into the dark. Once the horsemen had vanished into the blackness, a figure let go
of the rope and skated up to the figure of Bob. He did a snazzy trick where he kicked the skateboard up in the air
and caught it one-handed. Then he leant over Bob's body and checked its vital signs with a tricorder (nobody has a
clue what a tricorder is). Spotting the cherub, he disgustedly snatched it and flung it aside, then whispered to him.
"Oh Bob, how could you die… Ouch!" He turned to see the cherub standing by his leg, glaring up at him.
Before he could respond, the cherub replied.
"Die? I didn't die! I just got stuck in this thing!"
The man took a moment to process this curious sentence. It seemed to have been composed from two
very different voices. Then the voices continued.
"So Sam, can you get me back into my old body? I can't bear the thought of another paragraph in this one?
I concur, matey, old chum, Sam, get him out of me!"
Mighty strange personality, that cherub, thought Sam. I wonder how I could get Bob out...

This is an ongoing story, and has been written by the patrons of the Digital Fire forums. If it doesn’t make sense, or seems a little random, this is because:
1)

The story is written by one person, then added onto by another, and then by another, and so on. Randomness is expected.

2)

All DF patrons are weird, otherwise they wouldn’t be there.

The story HAS been edited by me, so it flows and has less spelling errors, but otherwise is the raw story as it has evolved. Enjoy!
Written by the members of Digital Fire. Edited by James Belchamber.

ONE thing that's struck me about this college is the amount of musical talent that's here! One student who
really stands out is 17 year-old Chloe Campbell. Not only does Chloe play a variety of musical instruments and is
a member of the L.S.S.O Orchestra, but sings, writes her own songs and has even recorded an album (under the
name of Chloe Treacher) which several record companies have expressed interest in!
Here, SCUM’s Alice Reeves talks exclusively to Chloe about her music and her plans for the future...
Why did you choose to use the name Chloe Treacher for your album? This is probably the most asked
question ever! I’m glad I can finally get this onto paper; it’ll save me a lot of explaining! I chose Treacher as my
stage name, firstly because it’s SO much catchier than Chloe Campbell, but it’s personal to me too because it’s
my real dad’s name. My mum and my dad never got married, so when I was born the name on my certificate was
Wayne-Treacher. My mum and dad separated just before I was born and my mum married my step dad…whose
name is Campbell. After my brother arrived and was also called Campbell we decided to change my name to
Campbell too, for the sake of confusion!
How old were you when you wrote your first song? My first proper song was for music GCSE when I
was 15 or 16. The course brief was to write a song for a musical but I decided to write a song for my band instead
so I could actually use it! It was called Fly Away…to this day my brother swears it’s one of my best!
Which song on your album is most special to you and why? That’s a VERY hard one to answer. All the
songs are special, because each one is personal to me. I think the one that stands out for me though is On My
Own. I wrote it after my first band broke up. The band had been such a huge part of my life and when it suddenly
wasn’t there anymore I was devastated. That song was also a turning point for me because it was then that I realised I could do this by myself. After I wrote it I began to write more and more…and so my songs improved more
and more!
How long has music been such a big part of your life and what was the first instrument you ever played?
Music has always been the biggest part of my life. Both my parents are musicians so I’ve grown up with music. I
used to tour with them both when I was younger. When I was six I sung in an opera (Mozart’s The Marriage of
Figoro) as a member of the choir and my mum played in the orchestra. I performed it in Paris and Lisbon, and it
took over 6 weeks to do all the rehearsals. I played the recorder from reception...but then haven’t we all?! I took
up the cello when I was seven, and it all went from there!
How many instruments do you play? I play six including voice and piano (but I gave piano up about 4
years ago). I play the cello, flute, both rhythm and lead guitar, bass guitar, voice and…I suppose piano too!
How did you get your first gig and where was it? Band-wise, I first performed at Heatham House. They
do once-a-month band-nights, so I just sent in a tape of us and they asked us to play! That was with my old band
The Flints and unfortunately, the only gig we ever played together.
What's the best venue you've ever played at and why? I played at the Twickenham R.F.C in Hampton
with my new band. It was the club’s first proper band-night and because our front man plays for the club the
whole team came down to see what we were like! We played for about an hour and a half, had 4 encores, and by
the end we had adults acting as bouncers because the crowd were getting so into it! It was an absolutely brilliant
night, something I won’t ever forget!
What are your plans music-wise for the next year? Recording my new album! It’s probably going to be
called Fiddlesticks, but not certain yet. Hopefully we’ll be recording it at Windmill Records, one of the companies interested in me. The album this time will not only have band backing, but also a string section and a piano
track that I wrote a few months ago. The songs are going to be new material too, although they’ll still stick to my
recognisable style...which no one can pin down!
Tell us a random fact about yourself: I used to have very short hair for about eight or nine years of my life
and people used to think I was a boy!
If you’d like a copy of Chloe’s album…just track her down around college and she’ll be more than
happy to give you one for just a fiver…and believe me it’s worth it!

This band started off as Katusha in 2001… a five piece metal band from Staines
consisting of myself, Rob Laszlo on vocals, Mark Halls on rhythm guitar, Daniel
Worral on lead guitar, George Osbourne on bass and Tom Deacon on drums.
Due to low self confidence the band fell to pieces and dispersed. However, Tom
and Mark stuck together and pulled in Ben Moran to sing vocals, and Tim Varcoe
to play the bass. The guys only intended to do one gig which was a battle of the
Bands at the Magna Carta School when they played “House of The Rising Sun”.
They practiced a lot in Tom’s house till the day came. They didn’t win but they
became known…which is almost as good as coming first. After this they decided
to continue as a band and in their spare time over the summer holidays Mark and
Ben wrote around 6 songs. These included Trend Warfare’s signature song
“Slipping Away” which is a crowd stirrer when they play. The Band recently did a
Surrey and Middlesex tour performing at 6 locations including Englefield Green,
Egham, Staines and Ashford.
The band now have 19 songs and are always up for playing gigs/ parties/ receptions/ weddings/ etc… if you would like to get in touch with the band, you can
contact Mark at mark@trendwarfare.tk or visit the website www.trendwarfare.tk

Alive
In your dreams –
Do you ever feel the wind in your hair?
The breeze on your face?
I don’t.
It is something of truth and reality
A proof of existence
Confirming we are alive

The End

We are here.

It seems so final,

It seems to whistle through me

All smiles and waves goodbye

Sweeping away cobwebs

As we file slowly onwards,

From a confused mind.

Stage to stage.

And organising it –

Leaving behind friends

Arranging thoughts in neatly labelled boxes

We once felt we could never do without.

Awaiting my attention.

Why does no one ever ask why,

Now I have peace.

Why we can’t go back?

No longer a confused mind

Why we can’t remain,

Forever trapped in a complex world

Always here

Merely myself,

And always the same?

Surrounded by autumnal leaves
In glowing colours of red and gold

With each step forward something is
gained

Swirling, and whispering their secrets to me.

But something is also lost

I am alive.

And as the doors before me open, I can
only hope
The ones behind are simply closed,
Not locked.

Night
The dim dusk light falls slowly
A secret shadow slipping across the
sky
Expression is drowned in its blackness,
Recognition dimmed by its shadow.
All around silhouettes move
Friends and enemies blend, all the same.
And yet there is freedom
As minds can escape, knowing for sure
Their outward expression remains forever concealed.

A WORLD OF TRAVEL
First Edition : May 2004

By David Keller.

Are you Jo Butler? contributed by David Brown

10 places to see before you die.

10 ways to prepare for
travel abroad

May 2004 - Punakaiki, South island, New Zealand

1.

Buy a good quality, reliable backpack (and tent)

2.

Save every penny
possible

3.

Kayak up the
Pororari Gorge.

Get together a
good sick kit

4.

3.

Have a beer on
the beach at sunset

Buy travellers
cheques and £50
of local currency

5.

4.

Amble through the
rainforest.

5.

Walk the Truman
track.

Research the
customs, culture
and basic language of the
place

6.

Don’t create an
itinery. It will
never work as
planned!

7.

Make sure you
have a wide
choice of music
and a good book

8.

Buy a camera
and journal

9.

Get jabs (even if
not needed)

10.

Create an emergency pack with
passport and
bank details to
leave at home
(just in case)

The West Coast of New
Zealand’s South island
is a truly stunning
stretch of wild coastline.
A strip of land squeezed
between the soaring
Southern Alps and the
stormy Tasman Sea, it
is home to pure white
glaciers, lush green
rainforest, wild beaches
and a sky so huge it has
to be seen to believed.
Nestled near the very
top of the West coast, is
the settlement of Punakaiki, lying on a strip of
land no more than a
quarter of a mile from
mountain to sea at its
widest. The town is startlingly small, no more
than forty houses are
home to a hundred residents most of whom
work for the Department
of
Conservation. It
clings to the side of the
Paporoa national park,
the largest area of preserved rainforest in New
Zealand, and serves as
the base for exploration
into the forest interior.

It is also home to the
famous Pancake rocks
and blowholes. Found
on a granite headland,
these amazing rocks are
so called because of
their striking resemblance to layer upon
layer of limp pancakes
thrown on top of each
other, an amazing effect
cause by millions of
years worth of seabed
formation. Nowadays,
resting above the water,
at every high tide the
sea
rushe s
back
through the cracks and
caves beneath the rocks
and is directed skywards to form huge explosions of water soaking awestruck spectators. The sunsets at
Punakaiki are quite often magnificent displays
of colour and light, best
enjoyed from one of the
many secluded beaches
dotted along the coast.
Nowhere else in New
Zealand do peace and
beauty co-exist quite so
effectively. Go There.

The Best of
Punakaiki.

1.

2.

Visit the pancake
rocks at high tide.
Obviously.

Are you JO BUTLER? - Strode’s College
Our adventure begins with
Dave Gorman. Once upon a
time this ingenious comedian
decided, over a drunken bet,
to find other Dave Gormans,
meet them and take their picture. It was my task, for English coursework to find Jo
Butlers across the country via
the internet using much the
same methods employed by
Mr Gorman. If time had allowed I would have certainly
made a huge effort to actually
meet all the Jo Butlers who

replied to my e-mails sent to
all the addresses I could create using Jo Butler in the title.
But, alas, it did not so I could
not. But what to do? I could
not submit my coursework
without photographic evidence
of all my new Jo Butler friends!
So my mate Dave and I decided to indulge in a little people hunting of our own. We
would hunt for random people
willing to momentarily masquerade as Jo Butler, Drama
teacher, for the benefit of our

camera (and my grades). We
started small, armed with a borrowed digital camera we stalked the
corridors of Strode’s. The library was our
first destination and what luck!
A willing librarian, lovely lady, equipped
with standard issue silk scarf was our first
willing victim, how wonderful we thought!
The sign, the smile, all perfectly genuine
looking. We even found that a Jo Butler
was in fact our principal, imagine! We
decided our search would continue.
Egham was now our playground...

UNDERSTANDING THE OPPOSITE SEX
Men & Relationships
By Justine Atthews
They say that “Men are from Mars and Women are from Venus”. For years we’ve been trying to
understand each other.
But will men really ever be able to understand women? Maybe it’s better if we don’t understand
the opposite sex 100%, as the saying goes… “Curiosity killed the cat”…
So, some men think they have us girls sussed out? Here are 5 things that men may not know
about us females and the way we think… and I’m sure most women will agree!
1. No matter what you say, your ex is a hoe
She could be the nicest girl in the world and totally beautiful; but the fact that she’s your ex
changes all that. She’s been on our territory, of course we’re going to hate her, especially if it was a
long term thing and it makes it even worse if you really loved her.
2. Don’t compare our breasts to Jordan’s
Remember hers are FAKE…and you have a better shot at ours than you ever will with hers.
Anyway you can’t be a little dress size and have HUGE GREAT BIG breasts unless you’re name’s
Barbie! And you know what they say, more than a handful is a waste. It’s all about proportion.
3. You don’t have PMS so don’t act like you know what it is
Basically you guys don’t have a week, once EVERY month, where you feel tired, emotional, pissed off, angry and sensitive so don’t pretend you know what it’s like. If men had to have
periods they wouldn’t be able to handle it.
4. If we’re in a bad mood, don’t assume we’re having a period
Ok… so we shout at you loads and loads… so you assume we’re on the rag. Hmm… have you
ever thought that maybe we’re shouting at you because you’ve actually done something wrong (now
there’s a thought…)
5. Turning you down is being blunt (and honest)
If a girl turns you down, it doesn’t mean she’s playing hard to get, it means she doesn’t like you
in that way. Girls don’t play hard to get by turning you down flat.
So those are just five out of 100s of things men don’t know about women.
But I’m sure there are many things about men that us women don’t know. One of those things,
you girls may be pleased to know, I think I’ve found the answer to…
Why do men like ‘girl on girl’ action so much?
I have been pondering this question for ages. So when I asked some of my male friends I was
surprised to hear that they all came up with pretty much the same answer: They see it as two girls for
the price of one. Men just find it sexy seeing two girls at the same time. Apparently… ‘Its just the
ultimate male fantasy, it always has been and always will be’.
So… perhaps understanding the opposite sex may sometimes be better left alone (!) After all…
‘Ignorance is bliss’. Anyway I’m not sure if I would really want to know EVERYTHING that goes on in
a man’s head; some things are better left unknown!

By Colin Simpson
This week in Egham passed by somewhat unspectacularly, the highlight oddly enough being a French
market meandering into town on Friday 14th. This got me wondering, as I perused the delightful array of honey
(one variety of which made a friend gag... I won’t tell you it was Ed), wigs, Ostrich sausages (yes, really), and
ten-a-penny trinkets, how does such a hash-bash assortment of objects combined to form a French market?
Admittedly, I’m not the most well read on the cultures and achievements of our foreign neighbours, but I
have somewhat prominent doubts that their most worthy achievements are indeed cheaply produced pen radios
and biscuits.
Is it really this easy to use a country’s name, with all connotations of what that country represents? Is it
really this easy to use a name of a country to flog a load of cheesy wares? I guess so. I guess in this world of always finding the latest means of promotion, of celebrities ‘lending’ themselves to products, music videos becoming ever less-mildly pornographic to promote the artist’s latest song, it was only going to be a matter of time before we sold our national identity or had the rights to our identity taken altogether. So is the problem that we are
always looking for an easy sell? Is it the problem that leniency dominates our decisions so the crepe and cheese
stalls present at the market give it a mark of ‘French ness’? Or is there no problem at all and this is just an example of a loud mouthed malcontent raising an issue where there is none? I’ll leave that decision to you.

Contrary to what appears to be popular belief, I am not a Eunuch (a castrated male, dammit!)
The reason why this has started is due to the fact that I am a gentleman and decided not to watch two bisexual girls next to me pull each other, then turned one down when she went to pull me. Just because a
man admits to being in touch with his feminine side, does not make him a Eunuch. All right, a pair of
fluffy dice was more intriguing to me than some bisexual girls pulling right next to me- but then again
they were cool fluffy dice. And yes, the light may have been on in the car too, but the dice were cool. No,
I am not a eunuch. And here are four very good reasons why I am not;
1) I actually have man testicles. Therefore I can not be a eunuch. I am not yet prepared to
provide public demonstrations of this for your entertainment, as I am not just about to ‘whip it out’- but
anybody who was at the party a year or so ago where my clothes got stolen and I had to search for them,
drunk, in boxers, will undoubtedly be able to confirm this.
2) I like films in which there are many, and frequent, explosions. Explosions are good.
Without these, we would all find movies with explosions very dull, as there is generally no plot. They
even begin to take over my dreams- I had one recently where I made things explode with a rocket
launcher. That was fun. Therefore, my need for random destruction means I can not be a eunuch.
3) My taste in music is not that of a 16th Century High-Society Party, but rather that
which one can bash ones head to. In fact, not only do I not like the music of 16th Century Court, I don’t
even like Jesters too! They’re so arrogant. Damn them. They’re probably eunuchs themselves.
4) They really were very cool fluffy dice. Like, black and white and furry and everything. They were something special- like a piece of art you behold in front of you but do not touch for
fear of wrecking the feeling you get inside just looking at them. They were cool.
No, as much as I am not a eunuch, I would just like to say that I am not AGAINST
eunuchs either. I whole-heartedly encourage them to carry on with the eunuch trade, as without them the
World would be a much higher populated place. Incidentally… is castration painful?

Great idea. The common
room has no furniture, bar a couple of dilapidated chairs wrecked
by pyromanic students, so what
better way to liven it up than to
bring in a load of swank sofas?
One problem - the student council would never pay for that, and
there really was no point asking
the college after the way the
room has been treated in previous years. Solution? Well, there
are over a thousand students at
this college; I'm sure one or two
of them are throwing out old sofas. So I advertised. And I got a
reply...
The nameless donator
(he wasn't actually nameless;
that would be a social handicap)
had two leather sofas. Brilliant.
There is, however, a catch. Although this seems the most obvious point to start a misadventure in a story, may I remind you
that I'm not devoid of creativity this just happens to be a true
story, and true stories are predictable. The catch was threefold. One - he couldn't deliver.
Two - they needed to be moved
by the following week. Three they were in Addlestone. Ooh,
look, now you know why we
called it 'Out of Addlestone'.
Clever, eh?
I searched high and low
for a van to move them. That's a
lie. I searched high and low for
ANYTHING to move them. A
horse and cart could've ambled
down the road that week, the
horse dying of old age and the
cart trundling along on one wheel
while dragging the other axle in a
rather pathetic fashion, and I still
would've asked, begged, bribed,
pleaded with them to help me.
But no-one would help me, and
slowly but surely the deadline
reared its' ugly head. Then I
whacked it with a stick, and Andy
had a go at me.
That's when it hit me.
"Andy, drink up. We’re
going to Addlestone"
"What? Why?"
"To pick up a sofa"

There were actually two
sofas, and so I needed more people. Enter Paul Hover, a man with
spiky hair who seemed perfectly
happy to walk to Addlestone and
back with half a living room. And
Stuart, who happened to be in the
wrong place at the wrong time.
"Right, let's go" I said. Alice, a hovering fifth person replied.
"Where are you going?"
"To Addlestone. To pick
up 2 sofas. For the Common
Room"
"How are you getting

Andy the Devoted

there?"
"We're walking" Alice
made a half-gasp, half-laugh.
"You idiot. Its ages away!
Get the train!"
"We can't put sofas on a
train!"
"Get the slam-door ones,
and stick them in the bike
carriage"

Andy?"
"Still in the pub. We've
been waiting for the last 20 minutes"
I coaxed Andy out of the
pub, and we were off. The journey there was quite uneventful;
we laughed about how stupid this
is on the bus, we walked with
vigour through Chertsey to Addlestone, asked, begged, and
then finally dragged Stuart along
with us, nearly lost our way due
to the directions being deceivingly out of proportion, then finally got there. We passed a
drain-cleaning truck on the way.
Having finally found the
house, we looked around for
signs of life. After looking
around the back gate to find noone there, and finding the sofas
behind a beetle, we knocked on
the door. No answer. We
knocked again. Still no answer.
So we took the sofas.
Have you ever had to lift
2 leather sofas over a VW beetle, along a tiny path out onto
the street? Then don't. At several
points, people were stuck in a
position that, apart from being
fearfully compromising, was also
excruciatingly painful. My head
was jammed up against a wall at
one point, with the sofa pressing
on the other side, and Paul had
to undertake back-breaking posi-

Alice had just come
up with that. Off the top of
her head. I had been thinking up ideas for a week and
I didn't come up with that.
Suddenly I felt a little inferior. However, it was a good
idea.
"Good idea. Paul,
ready?"
"Ready"

Paul

re-

plied.
"Ready, Stu?"
"Do I have to go?"
"Yes. Andy, rea... where's

The Beetle and the Couch

tions to keep the sofa above the
beetle. Stuart felt the sofa a bit,
and Andy mostly took the rear
end, as usual. However, we

eventually got the sofas into the
street, reclined in them for a few
minutes, and then started walking.

Like costa, but in a road. What?

Carrying a sofa is painful.
If you're at the back then your
back feels like it's going to cave
in. If you're at the front, you have
a heavy piece of living room furniture spanking you down the
road. If you're at either end,
you're prone to being run over by
a black escort.
Almost out of the suburban nightmare onto the main
road, said car mounted the pavement just in front of us. The driver
got out, and questioned about the
sofa.
"Where did you get those
from then?" He said.
"Err, that house, what's
the number Andy?" I stuttered.

The train guy, shown here horizontally

"Err, yeh, that house"
Andy mumbled.
We eventually established that he was a relative of
the donor, and that he didn't
know about the donation. Hadn't
read the family bulletin board recently, obviously. After getting
confirmation over the phone, he

got back in his car and left. We
carried on; I did like the break
from walking actually.

lary by this point.
"Right then, tickets?"
Andy and I were the only two with
any money. Bollocks.
We pulled into Egham
station, after being briefed by the
train guy. We had to have them
off within the time the train
stopped there, or they stayed on
to the next stop. We didn't want
that, so we devised a plan. Then
we pulled up at the station, and
everyone forgot the plan. I threw
the doors open. Andy and Stuart
pushed the top sofa, which I
guided hap-hazardly onto the
platform. Then Paul, now free,
helped us throw the second sofa
out. Then we all chucked pillows
out the doors onto the platform.

We got the sofas,
after about 10 breaks, halfway to our destination. I didn't particularly like this. I
know it sounds a little large of
the cerebellum, but I could do
this more efficiently than it
seems the others could handle. So I stuck the smaller
sofa on my head, and walked
off. I don't know what happened to the others; just that
Stuart was running along behind me with the pillows, saying that he could do that too if
he wanted to. The other thing I
noticed was that traffic was
slowing around me, obviously disturbed by what apparently looked like a sofa
with legs, walking along their
main road like it was its' godgiven right. Stupid people. I
dropped off the sofa at the
station, sat Stuart down on it,
and ran back to help the others. I and Paul took the sofa,
and Andy, whose hands
were clawed up from carrying, helped by singing
Paul Pancake (Or how we fitted onto the train)
marching jigs.
Wendell, who we had
The two sofas, now at the
been in touch with earlier, had
station, were set at the point that
promised a reception on the platthe bike carriage usually
form. We weren't disappointed.
stops. The train pulled up.
The workforce now more than
The bike carriage was at the
doubled, we marched the sofas
other end. Bollocks. We ran
into the college, and sat down on
the sofas up, to meet a man
them on the front lawn. It was a
standing by the carriage.
good day.
"You're not putting
them on my train, are you?"
He said.
"Yup!" And with that,
we threw open the doors,
thrusted the first sofa in, then
turned the other sofa around
and wedged Paul between
the two. Stuart and Andy jumped
on, and I closed the doors. The
train pulled away, and the train
guy spoke again.
"You're students,

aren't

you?"
"Yup" He must've thought
us to have such a varied vocabu-

By James Belchamber

By Gez Gray

#38968348385
ANN WIDDICOMBE FULL BODY OUTFIT
£8.99 full price
£2.49 for 52 weeks
Never fit through doors again with this handy, replica, Widdicombe body outfit. Lovingly constructed
of the finest stuffed animals, this replica of the great lady herself will have everyone fooled! Don't want to take a
school test? Just put on the Ann Widdicombe Body Outfit and never have to leave your room again!

out

WARNING: May cause heat exhaustion, backache and premature
birth(s).
#534690783569756767569074579035679063 B
MARGARET THATCHER SUMO RING
£18,49 Full price
£9.99 for 52 weeks
Ever wanted to relive those classic Thatcher moments? Well, now
you can with this handy sumo-ring! You and a friend can dress up and take
each other on in the battle arena as Margaret Thatcher takes on one of many
irritated workers in a battle to the death! Use attacks such as legal documents, shouting, and spitting to get your way!
Set includes:1 X Margaret Thatcher uniform
1 X Angry irritated worker uniform
1 X Sumo ring in the shape of the House of Commons
Various attack weapons (See above)

#69845675634697367394567678954568452456672345690246106903410294573920294LORD
ARCHER OFFICIAL BOARD GAME
£11.99 Full Price
£7.00 for 52 weeks
Play either Lord Archer or one of his closest friends and relatives (4-player game) as you lie, cheat, steal, bribe and hire ‘lay-deez’ on your
way to the top. You can build alliances with people, but will they last? So many different routes, you'll be playing for ages. Just avoid the dreaded 'Go
to Jail' card!

To see these great offers, and more visit on:
http://www.toriesrus.com

